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The SPIE Digital Library is the world’s largest collection of **optics & photonics** applied research.

With more than **320,000 papers** spanning biomedicine, communications, sensors, defense and security, manufacturing, electronics, energy, and imaging, the SPIE Digital Library is the most extensive database available on optics and photonics research.

**What’s Available:**

**Proceedings**

SPIE is the largest organizer of conferences, workshops, and symposia in the field of optics and photonics with over 300 conferences occurring annually. SPIE Proceedings are the rich outcome of these events, providing you with a snapshot of what’s happening—right now. 305,000+ articles from 1990 to the present.

Technologies covered:
- Astronomy and Astronomical Optics
- Biomedical Optics and Medical Imaging
- Communication and Information Technologies
- Defense and Industrial Sensing
- Electronic Imaging and Processing
- Micro- and Nano- Technologies
- Optics and Electro-Optics

**Journals**

15,000+ peer-reviewed journal articles:
- Optical Engineering
- Journal of Biomedical Optics
- Journal of Electronic Imaging
- Journal of Micro/Nanolithography, MEMS, and MOEMS
- Journal of Applied Remote Sensing
- Journal of Nanophotonics
- Journal of Photonics for Energy

**eBooks**

155 SPIE Press eBook Titles

(See page 8 for details)

17,000 new papers added annually
Search
Simply insert a search term, keyword, article title, or name in the basic search field.

Advanced Search
Use advanced search box to search by date, author, affiliation, or other preferences. See next page.

My Email Alerts
Sign up for alerts when new Journal issues or Proceedings volumes are published.

My Article Collections
Save, organize, and email citations.

Browse
Browse Proceedings, Journals, and eBooks by title, year, technology, or series.

Top Downloads
This feature provides a listing of the top ten most frequently downloaded Journal and Proceedings articles in 13 technical areas. The lists are updated monthly and can be viewed on the homepage or subscribed to at spie.org/sdltop10

SPIE Newsroom
Link to the latest technical news articles in the SPIE Newsroom.

Your Recent History
See the last five articles you’ve viewed and the last five keyword searches you’ve performed in this session.
Advanced Search

Use the advanced search to search by date, author, affiliation, or other preferences.

Filter by:

A Publication Type/Title
B Volume-Issue Range
C Publication Date Range
D Expand or Refine Search
E Full Bibliographic Record or Specific Data Field
9 RSS (papers)
Create an RSS feed to be alerted any time a Journal article or Proceedings paper is published that matches your criteria.

10 Sort Results
Sort results by relevance or recency.

11 Show/Hide Summaries
Show or hide result summaries.

12 Refine Search Criteria
Update your search terms, publication type/title, and date range.

13 Facet Results
Facet by article type or topics, author, keyword, or publication year.
14 RSS (journals)
Go to any journal homepage to create an RSS feed for that journal.

15 Quick Links to Topical Sections

16 Export Citations
Select one or more citations for export to your bibliographic software (Endnote, Bibtek, etc.).

17 Browse Past Issues
eBooks

SPIE eBooks bring more than 150 valuable SPIE Press titles - monographs and reference works, field guides, and tutorial texts - to researchers’ desktops on the same user-friendly SPIE Digital Library platform as SPIE Proceedings and Journals. At least 15 new titles and editions are added to this collection each year.

Not all institutions subscribe to SPIE eBooks. If you are unable to access this SPIE content, you may purchase individual copies of SPIE Press titles through Barnes & Noble, eBooks.com, and Apple iBookstore.
SPIE was founded in 1955 to advance light-based technologies. Serving more than 188,000 constituents from 138 countries, the Society advances emerging technologies through interdisciplinary information exchange, continuing education, publications, patent precedent, and career and professional growth. SPIE annually organizes and sponsors approximately 25 major technical forums, exhibitions, and education programs in North America, Europe, Asia, and the South Pacific. In 2010, the Society provided more than $2.3 million in support of education and outreach programs around the world.

Customer Service
Click on HELP in the top navigation bar to access our extensive FAQs.

Technical Support
(available M–F 7:45 am to 11 pm EST):
help@scitation.org
1 800 874 6383 (Toll-free in US & Canada)
+1 516 576 2664 (other locations)

Customer Support
(available M–F 10 am to 8 pm EST):
customerservice@spiedigitallibrary.org
+1 360 676 3290
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